1. Introduction. Our principal results(2) are number-theoretic. Let X={x \ 0 x<l} be the compact group of real numbers modulo 1, and let de X be irrational. The numbers j9,j=0, ±1,..., (here and henceforth to be reduced modulo 1) comprise a dense subgroup of X. For each interval /s X and n > 0 define Sn = Sn (6, 1) to be the number of integers,/', 1 SjSn, such that j6 e I. By the Kronecker-Weyl theorem [12] limn^oe Sn/n = v(I), where v is Lebesgue measure on X.
We will be interested in the behavior of the sequence {xn} of parities of {Sn}. That is xn is 0 or 1 as Sn is even or odd. Our first result concerns the existence of the limit 1 " (1) H-e(I) = lim -y xn.
•v~» M n = l It is Theorem 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for pg(I) to exist for every interval /Ç X is that 6 have bounded partial quotients.
We will draw freely upon the language and results of continued fraction theory, as it is developed in [2] or [5] . Recall that 6 has bounded partial quotients if and only if there exists a constant c>0 such that \qd-p\ > c/q for all integers p and q with q>0. In terms of || • ||, the closest integer function, the condition is \\q6\\ >c/q,q>0. We note that || ■ || defines a group invariant metric on X.
An interval /Slmay contain either or both of its endpoints. If the endpoints are given, say 0 ^ rx < i2 ^ 1, there are essentially two possibilities for /: either Ix = {t | tx<t<t2} or I2 = {t | 0St<tx} u {t | t2<t< 1}. (I2 may be empty.) If t2-tx partial quotients, there will exist an uncountable subset of Ko(0), and for every t in that subset an uncountable number of pairs tu t2, t2 -tx = t, such that p.s(Ix) or p.g(I2) does not exist.
Using an idea of Furstenberg's [1] we will see that the existence problem (1) is intimately related to the nonexistence problem for a certain functional equation. Let/be the function which is -1 on land 1 on the complement of I, and consider the equation (2) g(x+e)=fi(x)g(x).
If (2) has a measurable solution, then it will have a measurable ± 1-valued solution, so that in what follows we may assume g(x)= ± 1, a.e. v. Define fin)(x)=f(x)f(x+6)-■ fi(x+(n-l)6), n>0. In the presence of a solution to (2) we have /<»>(*) = g(x)g(x + nff) with its obvious consequence (3) lim f f™(x)v(dx) = 1.
l!n9il->0 Jx
Motivated by (3) we let an=\xf{n)(x)v(dx) and consider the evidently weaker condition (4) lim a* = 1.
lln9!!-»0
It will develop that (4) is equivalent with {an} being a sequence which is almost periodic in the sense of Bohr. In fact there will exist constants trm^0, m = 0, ± 1,..., with 2S= --°m = 1 such that «n=2m--«, ome"imne.
Let [a0; ax, a2,...] be the continued fraction representation of 9, and let mk/nk = [a0; ax,..., ak] be the sequence of convergents. If {bk} is a sequence of integers, possibly negative, such that \bk\ úak + x for each k, then 2?=i ||¿VZfc0|| <oo. It follows for any integer zzz that 00 {m;bx,b2,...ye = md+ ^bknk6 defines a point of X. is an irrational real number, we define K0 (6) to be the set of t = (m; bx, b2,.. .>e for which all zj/s are eventually even and such that (5) lim bknk\\nk6\\ = 0.
k-. co Kx(9) is the subset of K0(d) consisting of those elements for which (5') 2 \bk\nk\\nke\\ < co.
Remark. If 6 has bounded partial quotients, then (5) implies bk = 0 for sufficiently large k. If 9 has unbounded partial quotients, then Kx(6) is uncountable.
It will be seen that (4) depends only upon t = t2 -tx, and not upon tx. Thus, we may define K (9) to be the set of / for which (4) is true. Like K0 and Kx, AT is a subgroup of X. Theorem 2. For any irrational real number 9 the inclusions (6) Kx(9) £ K(9) s K0 (9) are true.
One proves easily that K0 has measure 0 in X. A companion equation to (2) is (2') g(x+9)= -f(x)g (x) and only one of (2) or (2') can have a measurable solution. It is for this reason that at least one of p9(I), pe(T) exists, where /' is the complement of I.
Theorem 3. If t e Kx(29), there exists a measurable ± l-valued solution to (2) or to (2').
In proving Theorem 3 we will exhibit the solution, and so in theory one can determine in terms of 9, t whether it is (2) or (2') which is solvable.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we discuss the relationships between (1) and (2) and between (2) and (3), (4) in the abstract. Propositions 1 and 2, which are basic to the approach, may be viewed as recastings of Lemma 2.1 and the remark, p. 582, of [1] . As an illustration of the technique we prove in §3 a theorem of Kakutani's, [3] and [4] , asserting the strict ergodicity of a certain class of dynamical systems. §4 is the main section, and in it we prove Theorems 1-3.
I am grateful to W. W. Adams for illuminating discussions of the theory of continued fractions.
2. A class of zero-dimensional minimal flows. Let X be an infinite compact topological group, and suppose the following additional data are given:
1. A dense cyclic subgroup of X with generator 9. 2. Normalized Haar measure v on X. 3. A closed set Fs X with v(F) = 0. F' will denote the complement of Fin X. Notice that 1 implies X is abelian. We use 0 for the identity of X and addition for the group operation.
Next, there is given a continuous ± l-valued function / on F', and it will be assumed that/is essentially discontinuous at some point of F. That is, 4. There exists ze F such that HmyeF.y^zf(y) does not exist. It will be convenient to assume that {0} is the only subgroup of X which has a coset contained in F. With this assumption suppose y e X is such that on a dense subset of {F'-y}(3) n F' the equation f(x+y)=f(x) is true. If z is as in 4, it is easily seen that z±y, z±2y,... all have the property 4. Thus, the zth coset of {jy}?= -» is contained in F, and so y = 0.
Let A = {x + n9 \ xe F,ne Z} (Z=integers). If <px=x+6, then cpA = A and <pA' = A', where A' is the complement of A. Notice that v(A')= 1.
A will be the two element set { -1, 1}, and we set up the product space A°°= n^= -oo Afc. The 2-shift o: A00 -»■ A50 is defined by (om)(n) = m(n+l), me\x. Aoe is compact with the product topology, and a is a homeomorphism. We say (a, Aoe), (cp, X), etc. are flows.
If x e A', define mx(n)=f(x + n9). This mapping of A' into A00 is continuous, and it is also equivariant in the sense that m",x = omx, x e A'. Let M he the closure of M0 = {mx [ x e A'}. M is a-invariant because M0 is, and therefore (a, M) is a flow. If x e A', and ifmk is a sequence of integers such that lunk..mf(x+(n+mk)0)=g(ri) exists for every neZ, the continuity of fat x + n9 implies limfc_ oe g(n -mk) = f(x + n9). Therefore, if limfc_oo am«mx = m exists (whence m(n) = g(n)), then also limfc_oe o~mkm = mx. If x e A' the set {onmx}neZ is dense in A/0 and a fortiori in A/.
Therefore, by what we have just seen mx belongs to the orbit closure of any me M, and being a-invariant that orbit closure is all of M ; (o, M) is a minimal flow.
Suppose {xn} is a sequence in A' such that lim,,.^ mXn = m exists in M, and let a, ß he cluster points of {xn} in X. We claim a=ß. To see this, note that f(a + n9) =f(ß + n9), where defined, and so by the remark following 4, a=ß. We have a natural map tt: M-+ X defined on M0 by rrmx -x. It is easily checked that tt is continuous and that xvtt = -no. Therefore tt : (a, M) -> {cp, X) is a homomorphism of flows.
Let p.bea a-invariant probability measure on M. One such exists, and we claim there is only one. Let g be an integrable Borel function on X, and define G{m) =girrm). Because v is the unique ¡p-invariant measure on X, one has Gim)pidm) = gix)v{dx).
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Let h e CiM) be real-valued but otherwise arbitrary. We associate Borel (in fact lower and upper semicontinuous) functions on X with h as follows :
h*ix) = min him), nm = x h*ix) = max him).
Certainly H%^h^ H* and h* = h* a.e. v. It follows that JM him)p.idm)=\xh^ix)v'dx), which proves p. is unique. A flow (a, M) is strictly ergodic if there exists on M a unique a-invariant probability measure. Thus far, we have that (a, M) is minimal and strictly ergodic. Next, set up the product space N=Mx A, and define F: A-> A by (7) T(m, e) = (am, m(0)e) ((m, c) e A).
The powers of F are
Define tt2 on A by rr2(m, s) = s. Fixing (m, e), a sequence y = {yn} e A00 is defined by yn = TT2iJn(m, e)). Y will be the orbit closure of y and &((m, e)) will be the orbit closure of (m, e). If (m', e) e &((m, ¿)) let y' be defined in a similar fashion. The assignment p: (m!, e') -> y' is continuous, and working backwards in (8) one sees that y determines (m', e') uniquely. That is, p is a homeomorphism onto its image in A". Finally, ap=pT, and therefore (a) p is onto Y, and (b) p: (T, &((m, «))) -*■ (a, Y) is an isomorphism of flows.
In the applications y={yn} is the initial datum, and y will be expressible in terms of some (m, e) in (8) . Then any theorem which we can prove about all the points in 0((m, e)) will contain a theorem about y as a special case. This idea is central in [1] .
We will now investigate the minimality or nonminimality of (F, A). Following that we investigate strict ergodicity. As mentioned earlier, Propositions 1 and 2 appear in [1] in a different setting.
Proposition
1. The flow (T, N) fails to be minimal precisely when there exists a nontrivial continuous solution to the equation (9) c(am) = m(0)c(m).
Proof. Suppose (9) has a nontrivial solution. Since \m(0)\ = 1, m e M, \c(m)\ is cr-invariant. Therefore, by the continuity of c and minimality of (a, M) \c(m)\ is constant. Since c is nontrivial, the constant is not 0, and we may write zzz(0) = c(am)/c(m). In general, -n2Tn(m, ¿) = c(anm)e/c(m)(f). lf{nk} is any sequence such that onkm -> m, then c(on*m) ->■ c(m). Therefore, (m, -e) cannot be in the orbit closure of (m, e), and (F, N) is not minimal.
Conversely, suppose (F, A) is not minimal. For any m0, mx e M at least one of (mx, 1) and (mx, -1) is in the orbit closure of (m0, 1). This is because (o, M) is minimal. Supposing (mx, e) is in the orbit closure, it follows easily that (mx, -e) is in the orbit closure of (zzz0, -1). Therefore, if both (zzz0, 1) and (m0, -1) belong to the orbit closure of a point (m2, e), then that orbit closure is all of A. Therefore, because (F, A) is not minimal, (m2, e) can be chosen so that for each me M there is a unique c(m) e A such that (m, c(mj) is in the orbit closure of (m2, e). The orbit closure is closed, and therefore c is continuous. By definition of F, c satisfies (9) , and the proposition is proved. Remark. If c is a solution to (9) , then so are Re c and Im c, the real and imaginary parts. If c is nontrivial, at least one of the latter will be nontrivial, and so replacing c by one of them we obtain a nontrivial real-valued solution to (9) . Since \c(m)\ is constant, a suitable normalization yields a ± 1-valued solution to (9) . When working with solutions to (9) we will generally take them to be ± 1-valued.
Corollary
1. Suppose <p'F n F= 0, yVO. Then (T, N) is a minimal flow.
Proof. Suppose c is a ± 1-valued solution to (9) , and let U={xeX\ cim) assumes two values on tt~1x}. U is closed and certainly A' n U= 0, because TT~1x = mx, xe A'. If z is as in 4, then zzz(O) assumes two values on tt~1z. It follows from (9) that either ze U or <pze U. Suppose xyze U. Using (9) together with xvz xt F, we have <p2z g U. Similarly, <pnz e U, zz^3. The latter set is dense, and we have a contradiction. If it is z e U, a similar argument shows xvnz e U,n<0, and again we get a contradiction. The corollary is proved. Definition 2. When X is understood, we define Sf(f, 9, F) to be the flow (T, N).
We add another assumption to 1-4. It is 5. 29 generates a dense subgroup of X. With 5 we have that (a2, M) is also minimal. Suppose (9) and we conclude the constant is 0. Therefore, at least one of c0 and cx is identically 0. In the presence of assumption 5 at least one of ¿fifi, 9, F) and Sf(-f, 9, F) is minimal.
We now take up the problem of strict ergodicity for £?(/, 9, F). Let p0 be normalized counting measure on A, and define £ = p. x p.0 on N. (Recall that p. is the unique a-invariant probability measure on M.) Also, let xb : N -» N be defined by xk(m, e) = (m, -e). Then £ is both T-and ^-invariant.
Let £0 be a J-invariant probability measure on N. Then because Txu=xbT, ^£0 is also ^-invariant. By a direct computation £ = (£0 + i/r£0)/2. Let 9 be the compact, convex set of T-invariant probability measures on N. If £ is an extreme point of 3?, then £o = <A£o = £, and £ is unique. If £ is not an extreme point, then of course £ cannot be unique. It is well known that £ is extreme if and only if the process (T, N, £) is ergodic. That is, if and only if every measurable solution to Th = h is constant a.e. £. Proposition 2. Sfif, 9, F) fails to be strictly ergodic precisely when there exists a nontrivial measurable solution to (9) .
Proof. Suppose c is a solution to (9) . Then c(m) is not constant a.e. p., nor is him, e) = cim)e constant a.e. £. Using (9) , Th = h, and (F, A, Q is not ergodic. Thus, £r°if, 9, F) is not strictly ergodic.
Conversely, suppose ¿r°(f, 6, F) is not strictly ergodic, in which case (F, A, £)
is not ergodic. Let h be a nonconstant measurable solution to Th = h, and write is cr-invariant. Then h0 is constant a.e. p, and a fortiori h is constant a.e. £. This is assumed not to be so, and c is a nontrivial solution to (9) . The proposition is proved.
The ergodicity of (a, M, p) implies that a solution to (9) has constant modulus a.e. p. Passing as before to the real or imaginary part, and then normalizing, we can arrange that c be ± 1 a.e. p.
Suppose c0 arid cx are solutions to (9) and (9') respectively. Assuming 5, the process (a2, M, p) is ergodic, and if c(m) = c0(m)cx(m), we have c(am) = -c(m), c(a2m) = c(m), a.e. p. It follows that c=0 a.e. p, and therefore one of c0 and cx is 0 a.e. p.
2. In the presence of 5, at least one of the systems S^(fi, 9, F) and ¿/'(-fi, 9, F) is (minimal and) strictly ergodic. n-» oo " j~x exists for every me M, then g=0, and the limit exists uniformly.
Proof. That g(am)=g(m)h(m) is obvious from (11). The proof that£ = 0 follows [1, p. 584]. The pointwise everywhere limit of a sequence of continuous functions, g is of the first Baire class on M, and so both g and \g\ have points of continuity. Since \g(om)\ = \g(m)\, \g\ can have a point of continuity only if it is constant. Say \g\= a. At any discontinuity of g the variation is 2a, and once g has a discontinuity at m it has one at a1, m,j>0. In the latter case g has no points of continuity, and this is a contradiction. Therefore, g is continuous, and so by our assumption on h,g=0. We must prove uniformity in (11).
Let N=MxA and T(m,e) = (om,h(m)e),(m,e)eN. If (11) does not exist uniformly, there will exist sequences {mk}^M and {nk}çZ, nk->oo, and a ß>0 (12) I f H((m, e))Ud(m, e)) ^ e.
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By the dominated convergence theorem
Jn Thus g^^O, a contradiction. The lemma is proved.
Remark. The conclusion of our lemma remains in force if (11) is assumed to exist for all but at most a countable number of points. For then by passing to a subsequence (11) can be made to exist for all m, and the remainder of the argument is unchanged.
We apply our lemma as follows (5) . Suppose if if, 9, F) is minimal but not strictly ergodic. Thus, (9) has a measurable + 1-valued solution but not a continuous solution. Assume also that JM c(w)/x(i/w) = y^0. By the individual ergodic theorem we have
(a.e. p.).
n-* oo Z2
Using (9) it follows that
n-*oo n jZ*x Since yc(m)^0 a.e. p, it follows from our lemma that (13) must fail to exist for an uncountable number of me M. If F (for convenience) is countable, A will be countable, and there will exist x e A' such that (13) fails to exist for mxin)=fix+n9).
We have proved n-» » ZZ ^"""J exists for each x e A', then it exists uniformly, and the limit is 0.
Remark. Suppose <p>Fn F= 0,yVO. Let/= 1 on F. Then (14) is 0 uniformly in all x once it is uniform on A'. Because n is essentially one-to-one, a nontrivial measurable solution to (9) exists if and only if one exists to (15) g(x + 9)=f(x)g(x) (a.e.x).
As before, we may assume g(x)= ± 1, a.e. v. Define
Proposition 4. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a nontrivial solution to (15) is (16) lim an = 1.
n8-»0
Proof. The necessity follows from g(x+n9)g(x)=fln)(x) and the continuity of translation in f£2(X, v). For sufficiency define a mapping {n9} -> f£2(X, v) by h(n9, ■) = fi^(-).
We will use the relation (17) h((m + n)6, x)=h(m9, x+n9)h(n9, x).
Given e > 0, let IF be a neighborhood of 0 in X such that if m 9 e W, then am > 1 -e. Clearly, the set where h(m9, x)= -1 has measure at most e/2, and therefore \\l-h(m9, -)||2^(2e)1/2. (Here ||-|2 denotes f£2 norm.) It follows from this inequality and (17) that {zz0} -> ^C2(X, v) is uniformly continuous, and therefore it extends to be continuous on X. That is, y -> h(y, ■) is continuous, and (17) becomes (18) h(y + w, x) = h(y, x+w)h(w, x).
In (18) the identity holds a.e. x for fixed y, w. Set y= 9. By the Fubini theorem it is true for almost all x that (18) holds a.e. in w. Fixing such an x, we have h(w+ 9, x) =f(x + w)h(w, x), a.e. w. Let g(w) = h(w-x, x). Then (15) holds, and for almost all x, g is nontrivial. The proposition is proved. Let <•, •> be the inner product on ^(X, v). Re will denote translation by 9, and we associate with / and 9 a unitary operator U= U(f, 9), Uh=fR6h.
Given a nontrivial ± 1-valued solution to (15), define V, unitary on &2(X, v), by Vh = g-h.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use By (15) RgVh = VUh, and therefore U and Rg are unitarily equivalent.
Of course U has pure point spectrum when it is equivalent to Rg. By the same token, -U has pure point spectrum, but 1 does not belong to this spectrum. (Assuming 5.) The difference between strict ergodicity and nonstrict ergodicity is determined for Sf(f, 9, F) and Sf(-f, 9, F) by whether U(f, 9) or -U(f, 9) has 1 in its point spectrum.
Since c£n = <l, C/nl>, {an} is a positive definite sequence. (For nfíO, Un is defined.
/<">=1, n = 0, and for n<0fn\x) =f{x + n9)fix+ {n+1)9)-■ -f(x-9).) Proposition 5. With notations as above, the following statements are equivalent: if) {an} is an almost periodic sequence,
Proof. Let Y be the group of §1. By Bochner's theorem there exists a probability measure y on Y such that
{an} is almost periodic if and only if y is atomic. Condition (ii) implies that the set {n | a2> 1 -e} is relatively dense for every e>0. This implies y is atomic, and (i)
follows. It follows that f(x)h(6x, x) is invariant under Re and hence must be constant. Thus for e= 1 or -1, h(9i, x) = ef(x). Use (20) again, this time with y = w=90. We get h(90,x+9i)h(90,x) = efi(x).
Therefore, ¿"(ef, 9X, F) is not strictly ergodic. It will however be minimal if h(90, ■) is not continuous when lifted to M. Remark. Suppose fis such that (4) does not hold. Then Sr°if, 9, F) is strictly ergodic. If h e C(N), a theorem of Oxtoby [9] asserts that uniformly in w e N lim -f h(Vw) = [ h(w)l(dw).
n-.oo n fr^ Ja
If X is a character on X, but viewed as a continuous function on M, then A, and if we take h(w) = x(w)n2(w), then the integral is 0. We conclude that uniformly in xeA'
n-* oo n fr*x for those A such that x(9) = e2na generates a continuous character on X. If for some other A (21) does not exist, or if it exists and is not zero, then there exists Co e & such that (F, A, £0) has e2niX in its point spectrum (cf.
[11]). Since £ is unique, £ = £o, and (F, A, {) has point spectrum. Then U must also, and this implies (4). This is a contradiction, and (21) holds uniformly in xe A' for all real A.
3. Some binary systems. X will be the set of infinite sequences x = (xx, x2,...) of integers such that 0 S x, < 2' and x¡ = xj + x (mod 2'), 7=1,2,_With coordinatewise convergence and addition (mod 2>) X is a compact group. Let 9 = (l, 1,...), and notice that -9 = (l, 3, 7,...).
If xe X, then for all j, xj+x = xy+e,2', where e¡-. = 0 or 1. We set x0=0, so that the formula also holds when j=0. Since any (0, l)-valued sequence e0, ex,... uniquely determines a point of X by the same formula, X may be viewed as the set of formal 2-adic expansions
If zz>0, the expansion for n9 is precisely the binary expansion of zz, from which it is evident that {n9} is dense in X. If x 6 X, x^ -9, we define r(x) to be the first index j such that x,=x; + 1. Thus, t(0) = 0, t(9) = 1, t(29)=0, .... We will prove
In the first place, if t(xi)=0=t(x2), then t(x!-x2)=0, and (23) holds when LetF={-0 = (l,3,7,...)}.
Suppose xb(n), n = 0, I,..., is a ± 1 -valued sequence which is not eventually constant. On F' we define f(x) = xls ° t(x). Certainly / is continuous, and our condition on </f ensures that limn^oe f((2n-l)0) = lim"^co <jj(n) does not exist. Since lim"_ « (2n -1)0 = -9, our axioms 1 and 4 are true. Since <pjF n F= 0, Sf(f, 0, F) is minimal by Corollary 1.
We will prove if if, 9, F) is strictly ergodic. To this end it will be sufficient to establish that limnf,_0 an=£ 1, where an=jxfn\x)v(dx). We will show that
Since 2"0-*-0 and xb(n -l)x/>(n)= -xb(n-l)xb(n+ 1) infinitely often, it will not even be true that (4) holds.
Define /(-9) = 1. Since/is continuous on F', we have *2» = limi ZJ^Kx+M n^ ce N /rb for all x. Set a=0. We have
In any sequence j9, ij+1)0,..., (j'+2n-1)0 there will be 2""1 elements with t(/0) = O, 2""2 with t(/0)=1, ..., 2 with t(/0) = zz-2, and 1 with t(/0) = h-1. The remaining value is t(/0)=«, n+l,..., the possibilities occurring with frequencies 1/2, 1/4,.... Since the numbers 2J' are even 1 újún-1, a typical term in (25) is i/>in-l)xbin+j),j^0.
Because 2"=i 1/2'= 1, it is legitimate to pass from (25) to (24) using the frequencies indicated above.
Let (a, M) and Sf(f, 9, F) be as discussed in §2. Certainly there exists me M with w(zj)=/(zz0), ni= -l, and m(-1)=1. As in the discussion following (8) Using (23) we have for n > 0
Let Y be the orbit closure of v={v"} in A" under a.
Theorem 4. Leti/ibea ± l-valued sequence defined for n = 0, 1,..., and suppose </> is not eventually constant. If yn, n>0, is defined by yn = Y\kZ0</>° f(k9), and if Vo = l, v_n = vn-1, zz^O, then (a, Y) is minimal and strictly ergodic, where Y is the orbit closure of y under a.
Remark. We have seen that not even (4) holds for an. Therefore, if y is as in the theorem, and if A is a real number, then by the remark at the end of §2
The systems defined above are equivalent to systems discussed by Kakutani in [3] and [4] , and Theorem 4 is merely a restatement of his theorem regarding these systems. The equivalence is exhibited below.
Let a, 0<a^l, be a real number with binary expansion a = 2f=0 0j2~u+1\ oj = 0 or 1. There is no ambiguity if we require S; to be 1 infinitely often. Define -(-l)Zi1o'.,i").
Then with j0 = 1, v_n = vn-i, «^0, the system (o, Y) is that defined by Kakutani in [4] . When a= 1, he observes that (a, Y) is the system of Morse [7] .
4. The Kronecker-Weyl problem mod 2. X and 9 are as in the introduction. If 0ar1<f2< 1, let/be one of the ± 1-valued functions on Xwith discontinuities at tx and t2. We will study equation (4), and since that equation depends only upon 9 and t = t2-tx, we will assume tx=0, t2 = t. As before fM(x)=f(x)f(x+ 9)-■ ■ f(x+(n-l)9),xeX.
Formally, f(n) has discontinuities at the points 0, -9,...,(l-n)9,t,t -9,..., t + (l -ri)9, and these will be the actual discontinuities provided t^=k9 for some k. First we dispose of the case t=k9.
Suppose t = k9 with, say, k>0. Only the points k9,..., 9, (k-n)9,...,
(1 -n)8
are actual discontinuities of/(n). Let the points 9,..., k9 be ordered as real numbers in [0, 1); i.e. as 0<lx9< ■ ■ ■ <lk9< 1.
Recalling that ]| • || denotes distance to closest integer, we note that when ||«0|| <min1SiS)c ||/,-0||, then for each j (l¡-ri)9 is the discontinuity of/"0 closest to f9. Thus, every other interval between discontinuities has length \\n9\\, and since fM is of alternating sign on these intervals, |an| = |1-2fc||/i0|||. Equation (4) follows, and a similar argument proves (4) when k<0. In all that follows it is assumed that t^k9. Let the 2n discontinuities of/"0 be ordered as 0 = xx < x2 < • ■ ■ < x2n < x2n + x = 1. Of course in X, xx=x2n + x, but it will often be convenient to differentiate between approaches to "0". To fix notations we assume off that f(x) =1 0 S x < t = -1 t S x < 1.
We have then that /<»>(*) = /<»>(<))(-1)1"1 (*, S x < xl + x; IS IS 2n).
Let en = min1S!S2n xl + x -x¡. Since/(7l) is 1 on zz intervals and -1 on n intervals, an inequality |<xn| > 1-e implies «eB<«/2. If (4) holds, then (27) lim nen = 0.
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For each zz > 0, en has one of two forms. Either (a) en = min1Sfc<n ||feö||, or (b) £n = min|fc|<" ||A:Ô-r||. We emphasize that in (b) k is allowed to be negative. Our technique consists in taking advantage of certain simplifications which can be made when en is (b).
As in §1 we let {mk/nk}k=x be the sequence of convergents to 9. For the moment we need only the properties
||«0|| and (h) «fc+1||M||>l/2. For these and other facts concerning continued fractions, see [2] or [5] . We set <p0 = -1, <px = 1. Of course tpt =f Define <p(n), n > 0, by
There are 2zz-1 factors in <p<7l), each of which is discontinuous at 0, and therefore qfn) is discontinuous at 0. The remaining discontinuities of 9>(n) coincide with the remaining discontinuities of/(n), and so since <p{n)(0) = I, we have Thus, \a-ß\ = \\p9-t\\, and (31) follows.
Assume p and n are as above with p>0. Arguing as in (31) one verifies that \\<Pt-ve-<Pt(p6)(Po\\i = 2\\p9-t ||. Therefore, if we set t=p9 in (28) and define <f{* = <Pt(pQ){<P-e-■ ■95a-n)9<Pj>e-• ■ Vi»+a-«»»} = -<Pt(p0){<PPg-■ -<PePP(v-n->e-' -<Pa-ri)e}, (31) and the triangle inequality yield (32) l^-^lli á 2n\pe-t¡.
Next, letp and zz be as above with/)<0. Generally, ||zz0| < \\p9\\ will be true, and when it is ||l-9)J,s?>(p_B)9||1=2||n0||. Also, \\<P-ne-<Pii2(n9)<Pi\\i=2\\n9\\. Define For a second consequence of (35) suppose |¡zz0|| <minlgig(iP ||/0||. We pair terms in (34) as <pp<pv-n, cpp-licPv_ll_n,..., cpu<pu _ n, obtaining |/z| functions, each one being -1 on an interval of length ||«0||. Were two of these intervals to overlap, there would exist jx, j2 with lSji<J2^lJ-P, and such that \\(j2-jx)9\\ < \\n9\\. By assumption this cannot happen, and so the intervals are disjoint. We obtain that (37) j^\x)v(dx) = {l-2pp\\n9\\} when neS(6) and ||zz0|| <min1S;Swp ||y'0||. In particular, an inequality |y"| > 1 -e implies in turn (38) pp\\n9\\ < e/2 or pp\\n9\\ > l-e/2.
We will now establish part of the sufficiency statement in Theorem 1. We will show that if 0 has bounded partial quotients, and if t¥=k9, then (4) cannot hold. It will follow that £r°(fi, 0, {0, i}) is strictly ergodic, and the existence of (1) for all translates of / follows from the uniformity in (21). ((21) holds even for xeF, provided <p¡x $ F for all j beyond a certain point.) Proposition 7. If 9 has bounded partial quotients, and if t¥=k9, then (4) cannot hold.
Proof. Let c>0 be such that ||zz0|>c/zz for «>0. If {nk} is the sequence of denominators of convergents to 0, then ||»fc0|| < l/nk + x, and so nk + x<nk/c. We will also need the fact zzk||«fc+i0|| < 1/2.
Let e = l/2c3<c3<c2<c. If k is sufficiently large, then nk+x, nk+2 e 5(0, t), «fc+1en(c+1<e/2, and |ynjc+J > l-£, 7=1>2. Infinitely often there will exist p, nk< \p\ Snk+i, with enjc+1= ||^0-f||.
(For all large k, enic+1 has the required form; (6) 0<"> is defined for n$S if \\nB\\ < |[pö||.
the restriction on \p\ is what is not always true.) Suppose enk+2= \\p9-t\\. Since \p\ \\nk + 29\\ Snlc+1\\nk+29\\< 1/2, it follows from (38) that \p\ \\nk + 29\\ <e/2. On the other hand, \p\ \\nk + 29\\>nk\\nk + 29\\>c3>e. We conclude that enk + 2=\\q9 -t\\ for some \q\ <nk + 2 vsithp^q. By the triangle inequality \\ip-q)9\\ <enic+1 + enic+2, and therefore nk + i\\(p-q)9\\ <e. Also, 0< \p-q\ <nk+x+nk + 2^nk+3, which means \\(p-q)9\\ > ||«fc + 30||. Collecting results, we have E>nk + x\\nk + 39\\>ca, a contradiction. We conclude that (4) cannot hold, and the proposition is proved. Standing assumption : Unless stated otherwise 0 and t will be assumed to be such that t^k9 and (4) holds. We have seen already that 0 necessarily has unbounded partial quotients. Our task is to determine t. Lemma 2. Given S > 0 and a, ß with 0<a<ß<l, there exists an index k0 such that ifik^O, and if ank+x < n < ßnk+x thenneS(9,t) (en= \\p9-tj|) and (39) \p\ ||zzfc0|| < 8.
Proof. We may suppose 8 < min (a, 1 -ß). Using (4) and (36) choose £ > 0 so that if « g S(6, t) and ||zj0|| < e, then zze" < 6/2 and |yn| > 1 -S. Choose k0 large enough that if k^k0, the interval ank + x<n<ßnk + x contains an element with ||zz0|| <£ and also ||nfc0|| <(1-ß -°)/2. For suchfc and zz, zz||zzte0|| >ank + x\\nk9\\ >a/2>S/2, and so n e S(9, t). If \\nk9\\ is less than or equal to the length of the shortest interval of constancy of xi{n) (i.e. the shortest distance between discontinuities of xpin)), then (39) follows. Noticing that in the separate factors tpp-■ -cpu and ç>p_"-••<?"_" in (34) the shortest interval is at least as great as ||zzfc0||, we find that if xbw has a shorter distance between discontinuities, there must exist i,j such that cplcp]_n has a distance || (/-j+n)9\ < ||wfc0|| between discontinuities. It must be that \i-j+n\tnk+x, or
In either case there are fewer than \p\ -[(1 -ß)nk + x] such pairs, and for each pair the interval [z'0, (j-n)9) (or [(j-n)9, z'0)) contains no other discontinuity of xbw. The proofs are straightforward and will be omitted. Remark. In any interval of the form nkSn<2nk, k>l, the smallest values of ||«0|| are known to be \\nk9\\ and ||(zzk + zzfc_1)0|| = ||zzfc_10|| -||zzk0||. If it is known somehow that nk\\nk8\\ < 1/4 and zzfc[|zz0|| < 1/4, then because nk\\nk.x9\\ > 1/2, it must be that n = nk.
We use our remarks first for proving Lemma 3. Let 20o = 0. If t = m9+90, then (4) cannot hold.
Proof. For sufficiently large k, en¡c = ||pk9 -11|, and we define lk=pk -m. From pk9 -t = lk9-90 we obtain ||(2/fc-l)0||=2eB/;. Since 2nkenic<l/2 for large k it follows [5, Theorem 19] , that |24-1| ^nk.
Thus lim inf \pk\/nk^ 1/2, and so by Lemma 2 lim^,*, \pk\/nk=l. On the other hand 0 has unbounded partial quotients, meaning that «k||/i>c0|| < 1/4 infinitely often. For these values of A: the remark preceding the lemma implies \2lk-l\ =nk. Therefore lim inf \pk\/nk=l/2, a contradiction. The lemma is proved.
From our lemma we obtain that if (4) is true with t^jB, and if \\pB -1\\ = \\qB-t\\, then p=q. For otherwise t=p8+9x=q9-9x and -26x = (p-q)9. It follows that t=q9 + ((p-q)/2)9, which is impossible.
We suppose [a0; ax, a2,... ] is the continued fraction expansion for 0. The aks generate the zzfc's by the recursion formula nk + x = ak + xnk + nk_x. Moreover, nk_x9 and nk9 have opposite "senses"; that is in the representation X={x | 0^x<l} nk_x9 lies in the interval 0^x< 1/2 (resp. l/2^x< 1) and zzfc0 lies in the interval l/2Sx<l (resp. 0^x<l/2). If lSsSak + x, then the formulas \\(nk-i + snk)9\\ = ||nfc-i0||-s|nfc0|| \\snk9\\ = s\\nk9\\ are true. In particular, the points snk9, (nk-x+snk)9, 0SsSak + x, are ||zzte0|| dense in a neighborhood of 0 in abounded by ak + xnk9 and zz)c_10. If 0<«<zzfc + 1, and if «0 belongs to this neighborhood, there exists s such that |(snk -n)|| < |nfc0|| (or ||((«fc-i + i/ifc)-«)0||<||nfc0||)» Since \snk-n\<nk + x (or \(nk.x+snk-n)\ <nk + x), it must be that zz=snk or nk _ x+snk. A special case of this remark has been used in the proof of Lemma 3. We have proved Lemma 4. 7/"0<|w|<zifc+1, and if \\m9\\ < ||zzfc_10||, then |zn|=izzfc or nk^x+snk for some s with l^s^ak + i.
In all that follows {/zs}f= i will be the sequence of integers, positive or negative, such that \\p.0-t\\ = min \\p9-t\\. The proof of (ii) is similar since zzk + 1||zzk + 20|| < 1/2 is automatic. We omit the details, except to mention that ank + x-¿ \pj\ s=zzk + 1 implies a/2nk + 2^ \p¡\ Snk + 2 when ak+2 = l. Thus, Lemma 2 is invoked for 8, a/2, and ß= 1 -S.
We continue with the notation of Lemma 5. Suppose we are in case (i), and define ws = zzk + izzk + 1, l^s^ak + 2. Equation (42) gives (43) (ak + 2-s)\\nk + x9\\ < \\ms9\\ < (ak + 2+l-s)\\nk + x9\\.
Since (1-S)zzk + 1^ \p¡\enk + x, it follows that (I-8)(ak + 2-s)nk + x\\nk + x9\\ < \Pj\ \\ms9\\ < (ak + 2+l-s)nk + x\\nk + x9\\. Lemma 6. Let the notations and assumptions be those of Lemma 5. There kx can also be chosen so that z/(i) obtains, then \pj + x\ <nk + 2 and \pj + i-pj\ <nk + 2.
Proof. If 8 is sufficiently small and k sufficiently large it will be true by Lemma 5 that if iak + 2SsSjak+2 then the left side of (44) is at least 28 and the right side is at most 1 -28. If k is also large enough that (38) holds, then because ||ws0|| < \\nkB\\ = min0<k«. |Pj| ||/c01|, it cannot be that ems = ||p¡9-t \. Also, zzzs ä \nk+2, large k, and therefore ms\\nk + x9\\^l/l0. It cannot be that em$= \\nk + x9\\, large k. We conclude that kx exists so that if k^kx, and if nk, p¡, s are as above, then ems = \\p8 -1\\, \p\ ^ \pj + x\, and \pj + x-pj\, \pj+x\ <nk + 2. The lemma is proved.
By a similar argument using ms = nk + x+snk + 2 one can prove Lemma 7. Let the notations and assumptions be those of Lemma 5. Then kx can be chosen so that z/(ii) obtains, then \pj + x\<nk + 3 and \Pj + i-pj\ <nk + 3.
As a corollary to Lemmas 6 and 7 we have Lemma 8. Given a, 0<a< 1, there exists an index k2 such that if k^k2, and if
•xnk + xS\pj\Snk + x, then (¡') öfc + 2^2 implies \p¡9-t\>\\nk + x9\, and (ii') ak + 2=l implies \\nk+i9\>\p ¡9-t\i>\\nk+26\\.
Proof. For (i') letk2 = ki in Lemma 6. If \\Pj9-t\\ a^||zzfc + 10||, then \\(pj + i-Pj)9\\
< Il'îfc + i0|!-This implies \pj + x-p,\ ^nk + 2, which is impossible. Thus (i') is true for k^k2.
Suppose izfc+1 = l. We have ||/z;-0-r|| >i||zzfc+20j| by letting k2=kx in Lemma 7 and arguing as above. We have left to produce F2 so that the left inequality in (ii') is true. Because ak + 2=l, we have ||«fc0|| <2||«fc+10||, or i|«fc0| <-2-||zzfc+10||. If 
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Also, we have either (iii) ak+2^2 andpj.x=pj-ejnk+x, or Civ) ak + 2=l andpj.x =p¡-e}nk + 2.
Proof. We prove (i") first. It may be assumed that \p¡\ ||p;-0 -r|| <a/4, and \Pi\ ||zzk01| >a/2 is guaranteed because ank + x^\pj\. Thus, \\pjO -1\\ < ||nk0|/2, and therefore \\(p¡ + x-Pj)9\\ < \\nk9\\. Thus, \pj + x-pj\'ènk + x. We know for large k (k^kx) that [pi+i-ptl <nk + 2.
Since \\Pj9 -11| >l||zzk + 10|| for k^k2, one of the points (pj±ejnk + x)9 is closer to t than is pfi. Since \p, -ejnk + x\<(l-a)nk + x<\pj\ for large k, it is eventually always (/z, + £;zzk + 1)0 that is closer. Since \pj + x-p¡\ ^nk + x, we have pJ + x=Pj + ejnk + x, provided ej+1 = ej.
Suppose £, + !#£,, so that pj + x=pj -ejq, with 2\pj\<q. It must also be that \pj + x\S\Pi\+nk+x, and therefore 2\pj\<q<i2\pi\+nk + x<3nk + x. Since \\q9\\ < ||zzk0||, and since nk + x<2\p¡\, we have from (42) as our possibilities for q only 2nk + i, nk + nk + x, and nk + 2nk + x. Also, q9 and zzk + 10 must have opposing senses. Therefore ||z¡r0|| ^ ||(z2k + 2zzk + 1)0|| = ||zzk0|| -2||«k+10||. If k is sufficiently large, the latter expression is at least i||zzk0||, while, also for large k, \\(Pj + x-Pj)9\\ <i||zzk0||. From the contradiction, (i") of our lemma obtains.
We next prove (iii). If (a/2)nk + x<n< ank + x, then zz || nk9 || 3: a/4. On the other hand, if k is sufficiently large there is an zz in this interval with zz£" < a/32, and therefore neS (9,t) and en>\\p¡d-t\\. It follows that \p¡9-t\\ < ||zzk0||/8. In fact, also \\p,-i9-t|| < ||zzk0||/8, and therefore \\(p,-p,-ùH < M||/4.
Let p=Pj -Ejnk + x. If Pj-X9ép, then at least sgnp¡_x^sgnp}. For otherwise \Pi-x-Pj\ <nk + x, an impossibility. Let p,•_x =p,■ -e^, q<2\pj\<2nk + x. Again q9 and zzk + 10 must have opposing senses becausep,-x9 cannot lie betweenpfi andp9. (Then \\(Pj-i-pj)9\\ < |zzk + 10||.) The possibilities for q are limited by (42), and we find \\q9\\ 2: |zzk0|| -||zzk + 10|| >i||/zk0||. This is a contradiction, and (iii) follows.
We will omit the proofs of (ii") and (iv) because they are so similar to (i") and (iii). The lemma is finished.
Lemma 10. Suppose 0<a<l, zzk< \p}\ <azzk + 1, and nt< \pj + i\ ^a?z( + 1. There exists an index k± such that ifk^kit then pjJrX=pj + einx.
Proof. Using Lemma 2 we assume a< 1/2. From this we obtain that \pfi -t \ >\\nfi\ since otherwise \\(Pj + x-Pj)9\\ < \\n¡9\\, implying the impossibility \p¡ + x-Pj\ èni+i. Since \pj -ejnl\ <max(|/zy|, zz¡), it must be (pj+ejn,)9 that is closer than Pj9 to t. Also, we have for large enough k that £",= \\pjB-11|, and therefore, again for large k, \\p}9-t\\ <i||zz,_10|. It follows that \\(p3 + x-Pj)9\\ <i||zz,_10||, and \Pj+i-PÁ=ni-If 8í+i=c/> then pj + x=pj + ejnl. If e/+1#e" then pj + x=pj-ejq, where q9 has sense opposing that of zz,0, and max (2\p¡\, nt)fíq^ \pj\+n¡. Using Lemma 2 we can assume \p¡\ \\nk9\\ and \pj+i\ ||zz¡0|| are as small as we please; in particular small enough that \p¡\ +n¡ <£n1 + 1. In this range the values of \\qd\\ with [June q9 opposing zz,0 in sense are by (42) bounded below by J||«._10||. Since q= \pj + x -p¡\, we have reached a contradiction, and the lemma obtains.
Lemma 11. There exists an index j0 such that ifj^jo, then pj + x arises from p¡ as follows:
(1) nk<\pj\<nk + x/2, n,<\pj + x\<nl + x/2, and p, + x=pj + Ejn,. (2) nk<\pj\<nk + x/2, nl + x/2<\pj + x\<n, + x. Ifial + 2=l, then pi+1=pi-eJn,+s. Ifal + 2>1, thenpj + x=pj-ejn, + x.
(3) nk + x/2<\pj\<nk + i, n¡< \pj + x\ <nl + x. If ak + 2=l, then l=k + 2 and pj + x=Pj + E}nk + 2. Ifiak + 2>1, then l=k+l and p¡ + x=p,-+ EJnk + x.
Proof. Let k0 be such that Lemmas 8, 9, and 10 are true for a= 1/2 and k^k0. Let j0 be such that zzfco< \pio\. Then (1) is a consequence of Lemma 10, (2) is a consequence of (iii) and (iv) of Lemma 9, and (3) is a consequence of Lemmas 8 and 9. Notice that it never happens that jnk + xS |FzI =«k+i and ?nl + xS \p¡+i\ Snl + i.
Using Lemma 1 we write t as
The terms for which zz,, = zz;, / fixed, carry the same signature e¡ = stj by our construction, and we may group them, setting mB=pJaB and ¿z,=0, l< f0 + x, as 00 ; = m0+ 2 «Mo (¿z, ^ 0) if bk + 0. i = i
Define qk = (m + 2f= i «¡¿¡zz,). For large k we have sgn qk = ek. If bk ^ 0, we know that nk-x< |«7fc-i| < zzfc/2 for large k, and therefore if S is preassigned, nk _ x < \qk-x\ <8nk. Let fèk be the next index for which ¿>,#0. Then also zz;< [q^ <8nj+x, and l^l/è,«.,-= \l+qk-X/bjnj\, where \qk_x/binj\<8(nk/nf)S8. Thus, lim^^o \qjbfi^-l. We also know that limy.,«, i7;-||z2;-0|| =0, and therefore lim bjnj\\nj9\\ = 0.
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If we show bj is even for large /, the second inclusion in (6) will have been established. Since if Zz;/0, e,¿z; is the unique integer for which ^¡b^j-q^ <\n¡, large/ that b¡ is even will follow from Proof. Using Lemma 2 with our a playing the role of ß there and 8 that of both a and 8, we may assume k so large that nk< |/z,| <Szzfc + 1. Let e>0 be such that if |zz0|| <£, then zzen< 8, and if also zz e 5(0, t), then |yn| > 1 -8. Assume S< 1/2. If k is sufficiently large, the interval 8nk + x<n<\nk + x contains an zz with ||zz0¡| <e. Again using Lemma 2, neS (9,t) and certainly en=\\pj9 -t\\. Since zz+|/Zy| <zzk + i, we see in (34) that ||zzk0|| is the length of the shortest interval of constancy for xbin). Define a^l to be that integer such that ank^ \pj\ <(a+I)nk. Clearly a = bk or bk-1 if A: is large. We consider separately the cases a even and a odd. Case 1. a even. If l^s^nk, the a points efs9, ej(s + nk)9,..., ej(s + (a-l)nk)9 are consecutive discontinuities of xbin\ If we pair them, say as {e¡s9, ej(s + nk)9}, {ej(s+2nk)9, ej(s+3nk)9},..., {£i(i+(a-2)zzk)0, £j(s+(a-l)zzk)0}, the corresponding \a functions in (34) are each -1 on an interval of length ||zzk0||. A similar situation occurs among the factors ?>(_". It is only necessary to know that 0 cannot separate discontinuities which are ||zzk0|| apart, and this is a consequence of the final remark of the preceding paragraph. If we delete the functions in question from (34), we obtain a new function, xb0n), given by
such that \xbM-xb0n)\\x<2ank\\nk9\\^2\pj\ \\nk9\\<28. It follows that if 88° = \x täXxWx), then |88»|>l-38.
Case 2. a odd. As before we pair off points £,s0, e¡(s + nk)9,..., e¡(s + (a -2)nk)9, l ès^nk, if a 2:3, and also we pair off £,s0, e^s -n^B, ank+ 1 Ss^SjPj. The same is done with the <pf _n terms, and we obtain with |Si«|>l-3S.
The number of factors in $n), z'=0, 1, is computed to be 2|/z; -£;(iz + z)zzk|. Also, a + i is even. Were ||zzk_10|| the shortest distance between discontinuities, we would obviously have \pj-ej(a+i)nk\ ||zzk_10|| < fS or \p¡-ei(a + i)nk\ < 38nk implying (45). However ||«fc_1f?|| is not to be expected as the shortest length. The point of the argument is that smaller multiples of ||zzk_10||, e.g. £||/ik_i0|| will bound the shortest length from below, and so (45) will follow. To compute the shortest lengths in (46), (47) The length of M, is less than 2zzk, and so in Af¡ there are at most two numbers of the form unk and two of the form nk_x + vnk. Our only requirements on n have been that 8nk + x<n<^nk + 1, and ||«0|| <e, but by enlarging k if necessary, we can assume \nk + 1<n< %nk + x. In fact, since \p¡\ \\nkB\\ < 8, we have zzfc|zzfc0|| < 8, or nk<28nk + x. Letting 8 be smaller if necessary, we can assume each me M¡ satisfies \nk + x<m<\nk + x. From unk>\nk + x we obtain \\unkB\\ >i^K0||>-L. As remarked earlier the right hand inclusion in (6) is now proved. We will next prove the left, but first we observe that K(9) is a group.
Lemma 13. K(9) is a subgroup of X.
Proof. Suppose teK (9) , and let f=<pt. if n<0 fn) is defined by /<n)(x) =f(x+n9)f(x + (n+l)9)-■ -f(x-9), and the statement (4) remains true when negative values are used (an = a_n!). Therefore, if g=y_t, then g(x)= -f(-x), and if zz>0, then (-l)VB)(x)=/(-x)/(-x-n0)/<-B)(-x).
As zz0^O, f(-x-n9) ->fi-x), and therefore (4) holds for g. Thus -te K(9). If tx, t2 e K(9), then we have <Pt1+t2(x) = <Pt1(x-t2)(ptçi(x)<pli(-t2), at least when tx, t2, tx + t2^0,l. From this (4) follows for tx +12, and the lemma is proved. It is convenient to introduce an ambiguous notation. We will generally be dealing with t = (m; £Xbx, E2b2,.. .>8, where an infinite number of the ¿z/s are not 0. When this is so, we eliminate those b, with b¡ = 0, renumber, and write t as before. Possibly zn=0, but now ¿z,^0 for all /. In fact by incorporating exbx into m we can assume m^O, where convenient. In our new notation nx, n2,... is not the entire sequence of denominators. This will be of no consequence. Finally, i^O.
Proof. If 0< S< 1/2, we have for large j, say j^j0, the inequalities ôjzz^ll < 8/zzy, bj/nj+i < 28/n,, and l/zzi + i < 28/zzy.
Let r=zzz + 2l=i b}n¡. We have for k^j0, Suppose |?|^|?fc|. The numbers (qk + ek + xcnk+x)9, 0£c£hk+i, are ||zjk + 10|| dense in the short interval joining qk9 and z7k + i0. Using (48) for qk + x, we find for large k that ||<7k + i0 -t || <i||zzk + 10||, and from this inequality the second to last statement of the lemma is obvious. We now prove the main statement.
If q9 is closer to t than is qk8, then either q9 lies in the short interval between #k0 and qk+x9, or else it lies in the longer interval, but nearer ^k + 10. In the former case ||(tf-(?k+£k + iczzk + i))0||<||zzk+10|| for some c, 0^cebk + x, andif \q\^\qk + x\, then q=qk + ek + xcnk + x. In the latter case (q -qk)9 has the same sense as (qk + x-qk)9 = ek+xbk + xnk+x9, and therefore arguing as we have before q=qk-ek + x(nk + cnk + x).
Since nk + x>\qk\, large k, OScSbk + x. Now \\ink+cnk + x)9\\ ^|||zzfc0||, large k, but also \\(q-qk)B\\ <2\\qk8 -t\\ <%\\nk9\\, large k, by (48). This is a contradiction, and q has the form asserted.
If í=0, the inequality (48) for 8/(1-28)< 1/2 implies qk= ±cknk + 1 for certain constants ck [5, Theorem 19] . Since \qk\ <nk + x, large k, it must be that ck = 0 and qk=0, all k. This is not so, and the lemma is proved.
Remark. Suppose t=mx8+^f=x Ejbjnfi and t=m2B+'Z?=X 8jcjnj8, where now nx, n2,... is the full sequence of denominators. Suppose also linr,_ " ¿zynJ/ZyflU =0 = lim;_0O Cy/iJ/iyöH. By our lemma we have 8y=ey and c, = £; for large/ Our lemma will be applied later. Recall from (17) that
Clearly, if two among «"+", a2, a2 are near 1, then so will the third be. We will establish (4) for t e KX(B) by proving first
A general value of n will not fall in an interval as in (50). However for all large /, n + (bi + l)nt does, because \q¡\<(bi + l)n¡ for large /. Moreover m = (bl + l)nl has ||zzz0]| small for large /, so that if ||zz0|| is small, (50) and (49) will prove a2 -> 1. Suppose \qk\ <n<nk+x -\qk\, in which case en = ||^fc0 -r||. If k is large and ||/z0|| small, the error term in (35) is small. It is therefore sufficient to prove (50) for y2 instead of a2. We introduce notation, the significance of which will presently become clear. Define £,, r¡j,j=2, 3,..., by ¿¡j=il + ejej_x)eJ/2andriJ = £j -Çj. Then, if k^l>2, we where the ± sign will vary with n, and / is as above. Assume t e Kx (9) . Using the fact that Yj, l^j^k, has b}nj factors and b, is even, we pair terms as in the proof of Lemma 13 to get
In (52), therefore, the error is less than 2*-i 2bjnj\\nj9\\. Since t e Kx(9), this tends to 0 as / -> oo or, what is the same, as ||zz0|| -> 0. Thus (4) obtains for t e Kx(9), and Theorem 2 is proved. We will prove Theorem 3 twice. For the first proof, KxC29)çKC29), and therefore by the remark following Proposition 6, one of the equations
has a measurable ± 1-valued solution. The proof is complete, however it does not indicate which of the equations (53) has a solution. Our second proof will be given presently.
If one of the equations (53) does have a solution, then only one does. We use w(t)= ± 1 to denote which and gt to denote the measurable ± 1-valued solution.
Thus gt(x)gt(x+9) = w(t)<pt(x) (t g ^(20)).
If i^zrz0, then £f(w(t)<pt, 0, {0, t}) is minimal by Corollary 1. If ¡x gt(x)v(dx)^0, then by Proposition 3 (with/= w(t)xj>t) (14) fails to exist for an uncountable number of x. Letting I={s \ q>t(s)= -w(t)} then pa(I-x) fails to exist when (14) fails to exist. To complete the necessity statement of Theorem 1 it is enough to find, for 0 with unbounded partial quotients, a t e Kx(28), t^mB, such that ¡x gt(x)v(dx) + 0.
If tx, t2 e Kxi2B), tx±t2, tx, t2¿0 (or 1), then which is easily checked.
If tx, t2 e Kx(29), tx, t2, tx-t2^0, then tx-t2e Kx(29), and gh-t2 = Rt2(ghgt2), w(fi-f2) = <Ph-t2(-Í2)w(tx)w(t2).
Clearly, ¡x gh-.t2(x)v(dx)=0 if and only if gh _L gt2 in £?2(X, v). When 0 has unbounded partial quotients, KX(2B) is uncountable, and we can make choices t e KX(2B) from each of an uncountable number of distinct cosets of {mB}. For each pair of choices tx -t2^m8, and because f£2(X, v) is separable, it cannot be that gh J_ áf¡2 for all such pairs. As remarked above, the necessity statement of Theorem 1 is established. We have left to establish (14) for t=m8 (which does not require bounded partial quotients) and this will appear below.
To (55) we add the consequence Let g2nE(x) = H2ns(x-(l + e)9/2). Then by (59) g2ne(x)g2na(x+9) = w(2ne9)<p2ns (x) which is (53).
Suppose t = m9 and that (53) has a solution for w(t) = 1 or -1. If m = 2ne, we have exhibited this solution, and it is Riemann-integrable, indeed a step function. Since f{n)(x) = gt(x)gt(x + n9), where f=w(t)<pt, where + 1 is determined by whether the Euclidean distance from 9 to (1 -zz)0 in X is less than or greater than 1/2. For concreteness assume 0 < 0 < 1/2. Then an = w(0)V1«)(O)«Pl/2 + 9((l-zz)0)(l-2||zz0||).
Since an > 0 for all n, w(8y<px»(0) = <pxl2 + g((l-n)9).
Therefore, if g(x)g(x+ 9) = w(9)cpx(x), then g(x)g(x+n9) = <pxl2+e((l-n)9)cpx(x)(px_n (x) and it follows for y + 9, 1/2 that for almost all x g(x)g(x+y) = <pm+e((B -y))<Pi(x)<Pe -»(*)• where either n¡ is a denominator for 20 and 4|¿; or zzJ = 2/J and /, is a denominator for 20. As before, set <7¡ = 2z?z + 2í=i «A«/, and als° define ^o = 2zzz0, A,=q¡9, l>0. We may assume the representation of t is such that no partial sums are 0 (by incorporating more terms into the 2zzz0 part). Therefore, by (56) for an infinite sum We have also used w(ejbjnj9)2= 1. Formally, define (3) Can our techniques be used for a Kronecker-Weyl theorem mod zz? (We believe so.) (4) Suppose (64) is true. Then 1 will be a cyclic vector for U(f, 9) (f=xvt) precisely when gt is cyclic for Re; that is, precisely when gt has all Fourier coefficients nonzero. When does this happen? Are there conditions on 9, t guaranteeing that 1 be cyclic? (5) If t is rational, one can show t $ K0(8) for any 9Ç). Thus (1) exists for all 0 and all intervals with rational endpoints. Are there any other numbers t with this property?
